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Abstract
We study the relation between income distribution and growth mediated
by structural changes on the demand and supply side, and how the relation
changes for distinct growth regimes characterised by differences in labour
relations, entry barriers and competition, and income related consumption
patterns. We compare a pre 1990’s growth regime (regime 2) to a post 1990’s
growth regime (regime 1) using results from a multi-sector model. We find
that regime 1, characterised by higher inequality, grows significantly less and
is significantly less productive than regime 2. The difference in inequality is
mainly driven by top income earnings and savings. Both regimes follow
similar changes in the composition of output and sectoral concentration, but
differ substantially as regards structural changes on the demand side, particularly income composition. Overall, regime 1 experiences a saving-led
highly unstable growth pattern, whereas regime 2 experiences a wage-led
stable growth pattern. Under the calibrated settings studied in this paper,
the skewed distribution of income towards high income classes with higher
propensity to save hinders final demand, investments, and productivity.
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Introduction

An increasing number of empirical studies have recently shown that most OECD
economies, and several middle income economies, have changed pattern of economic growth around the 1990’s. Such change in the growth regime exhibits a
number of regularities common to most countries.
Work by Atkinson (2015), Atkinson and Morelli (2014), and Piketty (2014),
among many others, convincingly establish that income inequality has been rising
since the 1980’s, after a few decades of decline. While there are still important differences among countries with different welfare states, the pattern has been similar
across OECD countries.
Such increase in inequality is accompanied by a number of changes, which are
also common across a large number of OECD countries. Inequality is driven by
the increased share of wealth concentrated in the 10% and the 1% of the population
with the higher incomes Alvaredo et al. (2013), Atkinson et al. (2011), Atkinson
and Morelli (2014). The increase in inequality was preceded, and is currently
accompanied, by a regular decline of labour shares (over GDP) since the 1970’s
(Karabarbounis and Neiman 2013, Summers 2013). Related to this, wage growth
and productivity growth, once matched, started to diverge at the end of the 1970’s,
with the gap between the two increasing constantly (Lazonick 2014).
Similar to what happened during other episodes of structural change, process
innovation in the manufacturing sector is increasingly labour saving: capital goods
replace more and more tasks, and do them in a more productive way (Brynjolfsson
and McAfee 2014, Karabarbounis and Neiman 2013). Labour economists have
convincingly shown that this is followed by an increase in the number of low paid
jobs, and an increase in the number of high paid jobs (Acemoglu and Autor 2011),
leaving the middle class astray.
A large component of the increasing difference between the top 10% and the
rest is the increased compensations of top classes of workers, with wages, bonuses
and profit shares (Atkinson et al. 2011). Part of these growing differences are explained by the routinisation of tasks, and part by the financialisation of economies
and firms (Lazonick 2014, Lazonick and Mazzucato 2013, Stockhammer 2012).
The trend which is common to both is the increased size of firms. The evidence
shows that firm average size increases with a country per capita income (Poschke
2015), and that growth in size increases the dispersion of wages (Mueller et al.
2015),1 and the concentration of markets (The Economist 2016). As it was put by
1 It

is important to note that with respect to previous works (Oi and Idson 1999, Brown and
Medoff 1989, Simon 1957), this paper does not find only that an increase in firm size is related
to an increased dispersion of wages, but also that an increase in firm size increases the difference
between an organisation’s layers.
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The Economist, “part of what is perceived as a global trend towards greater disparity in wages may actually be the result of the biggest firms employing a greater
share of workers”.
In a world in which value added is increasingly distributed to firms’ managers
and to top earners in large corporations, economic growth is likely to depend also
on the consumption and saving behaviour of different classes of workers. With
respect to the relation between income distribution and demand level Dynan et al.
(2004) report convincing evidence that saving rates increase first linearly and then
exponentially with income. Stockhammer and Onaran (2013) report evidence that
across countries demand is mostly wage led – rather than profit led. With respect
to the the relation between income distribution and demand composition, the Engel’s law establishes that as income increases consumers modify their consumption
basket. The demand for basic goods is quickly saturated, and their share decreases
with income; services and luxury goods, instead, increase their shares with income
and their consumption saturates at a lower pace Moneta and Chai (2013). As a
result, the share of luxury and basic goods in top classes diverges, whereas in bottom classes it converges (Lavaughn 2014). Meaning that the pace at which middle
income classes change consumption shares is faster than for lower income classes.
In this paper we study the relation between income distribution and growth
mediated by structural changes on the demand and supply side. We study how
the relation changes for distinct growth regimes characterised by differences in (i)
labour relations – compensation, profit shares, and the elasticity of wages with
respect to productivity and inflation; (ii) entry barriers and competition; and (iii)
income related consumption patterns – consumption shares, and consumer preferences. We compare a pre 1990’s growth regime (regime 2) to a post 1990’s growth
regime (regime 1) using results from a multi-sector model that associates the different regimes to different dynamics of structural changes.
We find that regime 1, characterised by higher inequality by assumption, grows
significantly less and is significantly less productive than regime 2. The difference
in inequality is mainly driven by top income earnings and savings. We also find
that under regime 1 the relation between income growth and inequality is positive,
whereas it is negative under regime 2.
Turning to how the relation between income and inequality is mediated by
structural changes, we find that both regimes follow similar changes in the composition of output and in sectoral concentration of production. However, regime
2 experiences a substantially larger increase in the share of capital goods. On the
demand side, the most significant difference between the two regimes is in the composition of income: the savings rents component is significantly large in regime 1.
Overall, regime 1 experiences a saving-led highly unstable growth pattern,
whereas regime 2 experiences a wage-led stable growth pattern. Under the cali3

brated settings that we analysed in this paper, the skewed distribution of income
towards high income classes with higher propensity to save hinders final demand,
investments, and productivity.
Modelling and Defining Growth Regimes
The interaction between labour and capital compensation, market concentration,
and consumption patterns has been discussed by the regulation theory with reference to different varieties of capitalism. Among other dimensions, they focussed
on the wage labour nexus, competition and market concentration, and norms of
consumption Coriat and Dosi (2000). Informed by the evidence discussed above
and by the interpretation of the regulation theory we model the interaction between
these three dimensions. We briefly discuss them in order.
In our model we distinguish four aspects of the wage labour nexus. First, we
model firms as hierarchical organisations, where workers are organised in different
tiers with different tasks: at the bottom of the pyramid are the shop-floor workers,
at the top are the CEOs. In between, there are a number of intermediate managers.
The number of managerial tiers depends on the organisation of labour (how many
lower tier workers are supervised by a manager), an exogenous parameter, and on
the size of the firm (endogenous in our model). Small firms have less tiers than
large firms, cœteris paribus. Firm size depends on consumer selection, the level
of consumer demand, labour productivity, and the entry of new competitors. The
number of tiers has a crucial role in our model: it defines the number of consumer
classes, therefore the level of demand – depending on the income and saving rate
of each class – and the selection of firms – depending on the preferences of each
class. Second, workers in different tiers earn a different wage, which determines
income differences between classes. Together, the tier multiplier and the wage
multiplier determine the distribution of wages in the population. The larger is
the wage multiplier, the large the difference between tiers; the smallest the tier
multiplier, the steeper the organisation pyramid, the larger the number of classes
and therefore the wage differences between the top and the bottom class, for a
given wage multiplier. Third, workers in managerial positions receive part of the
profits as bonuses or profit shares as part of their compensation, proportionally
to their base wage. The larger is the rate of profits distributed as bonuses, the
larger are the differences between working classes Fourth, the minimum wage is a
function of unemployment, average productivity, and inflation. We peg changes in
the minimum wage to changes in productivity and prices. The larger the elasticity
of the minimum wage to productivity and inflation, the higher the distribution of
value to workers, and the higher purchasing power (level of demand).
Next, in our model competition and market concentration depend on consumer
4

selection, firms’ differentiation with respect to price and quality, and entry barriers. Consumer selection and firm’s heterogeneity are endogenous in the model.
Consumer selection depends on the the changes in consumer classes and on their
preferences (discussed in the next paragraph), firm heterogeneity depend on firms’
competition (price) and on product innovation. Therefore we characterise different
regimes by entry barriers. The higher the probability that new firms enter one of
the market, the lower the higher the competition.
Finally, we model two crucial aspects of changes in consumer preferences:
their consumption shares across a number of goods, and their preferences with
respect to quality and price. Consumers in different income classes consume a
different share of each final good sector and have different preferences. We model
preferences as the selectivity with respect to prices and quality. We assume that
consumers in classes with a lower income tend to be more selective on price and
less selective on quality, with respect to their colleagues with higher income. As
noted, the number of classes is endogenous in our model. We distinguish between
regimes in two ways. First, with respect to the speed at which consumption shares
change from one class to the next (with higher income). Second, with respect to
the similarity in preference between the middle and the top income class.
We can now define the two regimes. Regime 1 (post 1990’s) is characterised
by larger differences in earnings between different layers of a firm, a larger share
of profits distributed to mangers, and a lower elasticity of the minimum wage to
changes in prices and labour productivity. This is in line with the evidence discussed above. In regime 1 market barriers are also higher, reducing the probability that new firms enter the market, increasing concentration and accelerating the
growth of few large conglomerates. Finally, in regime 1, wealthier income classes
shift more rapidly to luxury goods, and the preferences of middle income classes
are relatively closer to those of the less wealthy income classes (selective on price).
Conversely, regime 2 (pre 1990’s) is characterised by lower differences in earnings between layers, a lower share of profits distributed to mangers, and a higher
elasticity of the minimum wage to changes in prices and labour productivity. In
regime 1 market barriers are lower, increasing the probability that new firms enter
the market, reducing concentration, and the growth of few large conglomerates.
Finally, in regime 1, wealthier income classes shift less rapidly to luxury goods,
and the preferences of middle income classes are relatively less close to those of
the less wealthy income classes (less selective on price and more on quality).
Literature
To our knowledge, most growth models that discuss growth regimes focus on long
run growth and shifts in growth patterns such as the unified growth theory (Galor
5

2007). For example due to changes in birth and education household strategies
(Galor and Weil 2000, Boucekkine et al. 2002), firm growth (Desmet and Parente
2012), or changes in technology and demand (Ciarli et al. 2012). Empirically,
a number of studies investigate structural breaks in growth patterns, particularly
focusing on developing countries (Kar et al. 2013, Pritchett 2000).
A different literature has investigated how different types of market organisation and institutions have led to relatively similar performances in terms of output.
Scholars from the regulation school discuss how changes in labour relations, competition, international relations and trade, money, and governance institutions have
changed with technologies and the organisation of production in the 20th century
(Petit 1999, Boyer 2010). More recently, a number of works have investigated alternatives alternative varieties of capitalism (Hall and Soskice 2001) in a way that
is similar to that explored in the regulation theory (Boyer 2005). Although we were
inspired by such corpora, there has been limited development from what is a very
interesting reading of economic organisation to a modelling exercise.
Napoletano et al. (2012) is a notable exception. The authors mainly focus on
the relation between income distribution and firm investment behaviour (in new
process technologies). Taking an evolutionary approach, and focussing on how
micro behaviour affect macroeconomic outcomes, they investigate “how different
growth regimes emerge out of micro-interactions between heterogeneous agents”
The paper discusses two different regimes. One were employment is a consequence
of increased demand through investment, spurred by profit inducing productivity
enhancing innovation. A second one where investment is not lead by profits but
by demand expectations, and productivity gains are shared between capital and
labour. As a result, increase in productivity also lead to increased demand via both
consumption and investment.
Our paper is similar in spirit. We model how different ways of organising microeconomic interactions may lead to different macroeconomic outcomes. We add
to the work of Napoletano et al. (2012) being more explicit in modelling the labour
relations, the forms of competition, and the norms of consumption, and how differences in those three dimensions may be described as different regimes, or different
forms of capitalism. To our knowledge this is the first paper that investigates how
structural changes are related to different growth regimes, and how they mediate
the relation between growth and distribution of income under different regimes.
Focusing on the relation between structural changes and growth regimes this
paper contributes substantially to the growing literature on Agent-Based macroeco-
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nomics2 and to evolutionary economic growth models3 . The paper further develops
the work by Ciarli et al. (2010), Lorentz et al. (2016), and Ciarli and Valente (2016).
It is closely related to papers that study the interaction between Shumpeterian and
Keynesian dynamics using agent based micro foundations (Dosi et al. 2010, 2015,
2013). It is also related to the few multi-sector models that have been offered in
this tradition (Saviotti and Pyka 2008a,b), and to papers that study skills and labour
in relation to income growth and distribution (Dawid et al. 2008, Deissenberg et al.
2008).
In the rest of the paper we first present in detail the main features and properties
of the model (Section 2). Section 3 discusses a number of results, focussing on the
comparison between two growth regimes. And Section 4 concludes.

2

The Model

The model provides a micro foundation for a number of related structural changes:
firm organisation, structure of earnings, sector shares, product technology, process
technology, consumer classes, consumption shares, and consumer preferences. The
model reflects the principles of cumulative causation driving economic growth in
the lines of Kaldor (1972): the expansion of effective demand (final demand and
induced investments) is the key factor of economic growth, mediated by changes
in technology and other aspects of structural change. We model four sectors: consumer goods, capital goods, a central bank, and households.
The household sector is populated by workers/consumers. These are divided in
different income classes, with different earnings, savings, rents, preferences, and
consumption shares. The income classes reflect the hierarchical organisation of
labour within firms in both the final and capital good sectors. At the base of the
organisation are shopfloor workers (the bottom class). These carry on the actual
production. The rest of the organisation reflects the principle that for a given number of employees there is a manager manager. Formally we refer to each income
class in the households sector with an index i 2 {0, 1, . . . , L(t)}. L(t) corresponds
to the number of tiers of the largest firm in the economy, and is endogenous.
Firms in the consumer good sectors produce a good in one of the N sectors.
The goods in each sector n 2 [1; N] satisfy one consumer need. The production
structure of the final good sectors therefore depends on the structure of households’
2 See

for example Leijonhufvud (2006), Colander et al. (2008), LeBaron and Tesfatsion (2008),
Buchanan (2009), Farmer and Foley (2009), Dawid and Semmler (2010), Delli Gatti et al. (2010),
Fagiolo and Roventini (2012), and other papers in this issue.
3 (Nelson and Winter 1982, Silverberg and Verspagen 2005, Cimoli 1988, Metcalfe et al. 2006,
Dosi et al. 1994)
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expenditures. Formally, each firm active in the nth sector is indexed with an index
f 2 {1, . . . , F(t)}. The f th firm of the nth sector of the final good sector is referred
to with the indexes (n, f ). Industrial dynamics (entry and exit of firms) determines
the number of firms (F(t)) in each consumer good sector. A firm competes with
other firms in the same consumer good sector over the quality and the price of the
produced good. The quality depends on the innovation process. The price depends
on changes in the mark-up and on the productivity of the capital purchased. Firm
sales depend on consumption shares and on the relative price and quality. In order
to produce firms f build and adapt their production capacity to satisfy changes in
the final demand, inducing investments in capital goods which are produced by a
capital good sector.
Firms in the capital good sector produce capital goods with a given level of
embodied productivity. The embodied productivity improves as a result of firm
innovation. For simplicity, all capital goods can be used in any consumer good
sector. Firms’ sales correspond to the investment of firms in the consumer good
sectors. Formally, each firm in the capital good sector is indexed with an index
g 2 {1, . . . , G(t)}. For simplicity, we assume no market dynamics in the capital
good sector.
The banking sector is a central bank, which gathers households’ savings and
provides loans to firms in the consumer good sectors to invest. Households’ savings
are paid an interest rate while firms pay interests to the bank.
The model differs from that of Ciarli et al. (2010), Lorentz et al. (2016), and
Ciarli and Valente (2016) in several respects: multiple consumer good sectors,
industrial dynamics, financial constraints linking households savings to investment,
and the analysis of medium term growth rather then the conditions for take off in
the long term. Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5 describe the model’s details.
In the model we make a number of simplifications. We focus only on incremental innovation: firms can improve the quality of existing goods, but do not
discover new varieties of goods or new sectors. If in the medium run incremental innovation are more relevant to growth than radical innovations Garcia-Macia
et al. (2015), this assumption should not affect the medium run implications of our
model. We do not consider the role of skills, based on the differences in earnings observed among levels of employment in hierarchical firms, irrespective of
skills Simon (1957), Brown and Medoff (1989), Oi and Idson (1999), Mueller et al.
(2015). The evidence discussed in the introduction, and the shift from a pre 90’s to
a post 90’s regime, were accompanied by substantial changes in the international
division of labour, which is related, but which we leave for future work.
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2.1
2.1.1

Households
Consumption and Savings

The demand side of the model corresponds to the mechanisms by which disposable
income of households, generated at the firm level as wages and distributed profits,
is reconverted into the consumption and savings The structure of final demand
shapes the distribution of consumption among sectors and of sales among firms.
We assume that households are heterogeneous, considering classes of consumers. These classes of consumer are defined according to the income classes
resulting from the hierarchical organisation of firm (see section 2.2). Each class of
consumer shares a similar level of income, structure of consumption, both in terms
of consumption shares and preference structure and saving behaviour. The socioeconomic differences can be traced back to the place of work. This is of course a
restrictive assumption, but it allows us to consider endogenous change transformations in the structure of final demand and modes of consumption and link it to the
transformation in the modes of production.
Consumers are assumed to be granted with limited information on the characteristics of the goods choose among the goods produced by the different commodities firms in the different sectors.
2.1.2

Disposable Income per Consumer Class

Each consumer class i has a disposable income Di (t) composed of wages Wi (t),
distributed profits (as bonuses or shares, only to workers above the first tier) Yi (t),
and the rents on their past savings Ei (t):
Di (t) = Wi (t) + Yi(t) + Ei (t) , 8i 2 {0; 1; 2; ...; L(t)}

(1)

The total wage of a class i is the sum of the wages paid by all firms, in all the
consumer good sectors, and capital sectors, to the corresponding tier :
Wi (t) =

N F(t)

G(t)

n=1 f =1

g=1

Â

Â wi,n, f (t)Li,n, f (t) + Â wi,g (t)Li,g (t)

(2)

Where wi,n, f (t) is the wage paid to workers in the i’s tier by firm f in consumer
good sector n at time t; Li,n, f (t) the amount of labour employed by firm f in tier
i at time t. wi,g (t) is the wage rate paid to workers in the i’s tier by firm g in the
capital good sector at time t; Li,g (t) the amount of labour employed by firm g in
tier i at time t.
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The total amount of bonuses of a class i > 1 is the sum of the share of profits
redistributed by firms to the corresponding tier:
Yi (t) =

N F(t)

G

n=1 f =1

g=1

Â

Â yi,n, f (t) + Â (t)yi,g (t) , 8i 2 {2; ...; L(t)}

(3)

Where yi,n, f (t) and yi,n, f (t) are, respectively, the bonuses distributed by the firm
f in the consumer sector n and by the firm g in the capital goods sector to the tier
of worker i > 1 at time t.
The returns on savings of a class i is given by the interests paid at a rate rs on
the total amount of savings invested by the class:
t 1

Ei (t) = rs ⇤ Â Si (t) , 8i 2 {0; 1; ...; L(t)}

(4)

t=1

2.1.3

Expenditures and Savings Dynamics

The disposable income Di (t) is spent on goods from all N sectors or saved in the
central bank. We assume that the level of expenditure is a convex combination of a
share (1 si ) of the current level of income Di (t) and the past level of expenditure
(Xi (t 1)):
Xi (t) = gXi (t 1) + (1 g)(1 si )Di (t)
(5)
where g 2 [0; 1] is the rate of change of consumption to changes in income and si a
desired saving rate. The actual savings could differ from the desired share in case
of sudden changes in income.4 The actual level of savings (Si (t)) is the income left
to a consumer class after expenditures decision:
Si (t) = Di (t)

Xi (t) = (1

(1

g)(1

si ))Di (t)

gXi (t

1)

(6)

In order to account for the Keynesian argument, and recent empirical evidence
(Dynan et al. 2004), we assume that si increases with income classes:
si = si

1 (1

V)+V

(7)

where V is the rate growth from class i to the next one.
Consumers from a class i allocate a share cn,i of expenditures to each final good
sector. The sector consumption level for each consumer class is then computed as:
Ci,n (t) = ci,n Xi (t) with ci,n 2 [0; 1] ;
4 We

N

Â ci,n = 1 8i

n=1

account for the rigidities in consumption behaviours observed in reality.
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(8)

Following the literature on the distribution of expenditures shares and the evidence
on Engel curves (Barigozzi and Moneta 2016, Moneta and Chai 2013), we assume that expenditure shares (cn,i ) vary across income classes. Let us consider
the asymptotic distribution of consumption shares for the wealthiest possible class:
c̄n . As we move form the bottom towards the asymptotic class, expenditure shares
change logistically, according to the following equation:
ci,n = ci

h (ci

1,n (1

1,n

c̄n ))

(9)

where h is the speed of convergence to c̄n .5
2.1.4

Consumer Choice

We model bounded rational consumption behaviour inspired by the literature on
experimental psychology (Gigerenzer 1997, Gigerenzer and Selten 2001), and implemented in Valente (2012).
Consumers do not have full information on the quality and price of goods.6
They make a selection on goods based on a perceived value of quality and price
drawn from a normally distributed random function centred on the true values ad
with variance i.
To select goods, consumers rank the available alternatives among all goods
produced by all firms in a given sector, and remove non selected goods. A good is
selected if its price and quality pass a selectivity threshold. The selectivity threshold measures the relative difference of a good’s price and quality with respect to
the good with the lowest price and the good with the highest quality, respectively,
in the same sector. The preferences are therefore defined in terms of the selectivity with respect to the best option. We assume that higher income classes are less
selective with respect to deviations from the lowest prices, but more selective with
respect to deviations from the highest quality. Conversely, lower income classes
are more selective with respect to price and less selective with respect to quality.
More formally, the selectivity parameter with respect to price l p,i decreases with
income classes, and the selective parameter with respect to quality lq,i increases
with income classes:
l p,i = (1

hl )l p,i

1 + hl lmin

(10)

lq,i = (1

hl )lq,i

1 + hl lmax

(11)

where lmin and lmax are the asymptotic values of selectivity, as well as the selectivity of the least wealthy class (lmin = lq,i , lmax = l p,i ); hl is the speed at which
5 See

for example Verspagen (1993) and Lorentz (2015).

6 See for example Celsi and Olson (1988), Hoch and Ha (1986), Rao and Monroe (1989), Zeithaml

(1988) and Rotemberg (2008).
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preferences change with class income. The smaller the difference between lmin and
lmax , and the lower hl , the smaller are the differences between classes in terms of
preferences.
We model the purchasing decisions of consumers in each class independently.
In order to control for the within-class heterogeneity and the distribution of errors
in the perception of price and quality, we run H bootstraps of the selection algo⇤ (t) ⇢ F (t) be the subset of firms satisfying the
rithm for each sector. Let Fn,i,h
n
selection criteria. The expenditures yn, f ,i,h (t) of bootstrap h by the income class i
for the good of a firm f in sector n can then be written as:
8
⇤ (t)}
8 fn 2
/ {Fn,i,h
>
< 0
yn, f ,i,h (t) =
(12)
>
⇤ (t)}
: ⇤1
8
f
2
{F
n
n,i,h
F (t)
n,i,h

That is, the class expenditures in a sectors are equally shared among all selected
firms.
The total demand of a final good firm is the sum of expenditures over all bootstraps over all classes. If the demand exceeds a firm supply, the total units sold
Y f (t) corresponds to its current production Q f (t):
(
)
Lt Hn ,z
Xz,t
1
Y f (t) = min
(13)
Â Â y fn ,z,m,t H ; Q f (t)
p f (t 1) z=1
m=1
where p f (t

2.2

1) is the price charged by the firm at time t.

Final Good Firms’ Production and Investments

Each firm produces in only one of the n 2 {1, 2, ..., N} sectors one good that differs
from its competitors with respect to price pn, f (t) and quality qn, f (t) We assume
that firms enter in one sector and do not diversify.
2.2.1

Production, Labour Demand, and Investment

We assume that the level of demand faced by a firm is met with current production (Q f (t))7 and past inventories (I f (t 1)). If these are not sufficient to cover
current demand, the remaining orders are delayed at no cost. These remaining orders enter the firm’s production planning for the following period and are treated
according to a first-in first-out rule. Firms decide a desired output level Qdf (t) to
7 For the sake of readability, given that a we assume that the sector of activity of a firm remains
fixed, we drop the corresponding index n.
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match their expectations on sales Y fe (t), which are formed accounting for past inventories (I f (t 1) > 0) or delayed orders (I f (t 1) < 0), which enter as backlog
records to be filled with future production:
Qdf (t) = (1 + f )Y fe (t)

I f (t

1)

(14)

In order to cover unexpected changes in demand, firms maintain a level of inventories fY fe,t –where f is a fixed ratio. Firms form their sales expectations (Y fe,t ) in an
adaptive way to smooth short term volatility
Y fe (t) = aY fe (t

1) + (1

a)Y f (t

1)

(15)

where (a) is the rate at which expectations converge to the true value and Y f it total
demand.
In the short-run, firms produce using a fix coefficients technology. The level of
output produced Q f (t) is constrained by the availability of production factors:
o
n
Q f (t) = min Qdf (t); A f (t 1)L1, f (t 1); B̄K f (t 1)
(16)
where A f (t 1) is the level of productivity of labour L1, f (t 1) embodied in the
firms’ capital stock K f (t 1), and B̄1 is a constant capital intensity.8
The difference between the planned production Qdf (t) and the actual output
Q f ,t determines the level of inventories and backlogs I f (t 1):9
I f (t) = Qdf (t)

Q f (t)

(17)

Given Qdf (t) firms hire a number of shop floor workers L1 f (t) that depends on
the productivity embedded in the capital goods A f (t 1) and a on given share of
extra labour capacity (u) to face unexpected increases in final demand:

1
L1, f (t) = eL1, f (t 1) + (1 e) (1 + u)
min{Qdf (t); B̄K f (t 1)} (18)
A f (t 1)
where e mimics labour market rigidities. Firms also hire ‘executives’. For every
n shop-floor workers the firm hires one executive at the second tier. For every n
second tier executives one third level executives is hired, and so on. Following
8 The

constant assumption is corroborated by numerous empirical studies, starting with Kaldor
(1957). The capital investment decision ensures that the capital intensity remains fixed over time.
9 Where backlogs are negative inventories.
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Simon (1957), the number of workers in each tier i, given L1, f (t) is thus:
1 L (t)
1, f

L2, f (t) = n
..
.

Li, f (t) = n 1 i L1, f (t)
..
.

LL f (t), f (t) = n 1

(19)

L f (t) L (t)
1, f

where L f (t) is the total number of tiers required to manage firm f at time t. Note
that the constraint on production due to labour is determined by first-tier workers
and their productivity. Managers organise production.
Following Amendola and Gaffard (1998) and Llerena and Lorentz (2004) the
accumulation of capital is a pre-condition for producing and a determinant of
labour productivity. A firm’s f capital stock K f (t) is the sum of capital vintages
k f ,g (t) purchased from capital good firm g in time t and cumulated through time:
K f (t) =

t

Â k f ,g (t)(1

t=1

d )t

t

(20)

where d is the depreciation rate. The level of productivity embodied in the capital
stock is computed as the average productivity across all the vintages available:
A f (t) =

t
1
Â k f ,g (t)(1
K f (t) t=1

d )t

t

ag (t)

(21)

where ag (t) is the productivity embodied in the h vintage.10
Firms investment in a new capital vintages (kdf (t)) depends on the expected
sales Y fe (t) subject to the constraint of the net worth (NW f (t)):
1
kdf (t) = (1 + k) (Y fe (t)
B̄

I(t))

K f (t

1) ; for NW f (t)

kdf (t)

(22)

where k is a percentage of unused stock. If NW f (t) < kdf (t), the investment is
constrained to pg (t 1)/NW f (t). When investing in a new vintage, firms f select
d (t) for the
one of the capital good producers g 2 {1; ...; G} and place an order kg,
f
desired amount of capital goods. A capital good producer is selected with a probability that depends positively on the capital’s embodied productivity ag (t 1), and
negatively on its price pg (t 1) and g’s delivery time. Firms with large orders may
be discarded, even if they produce the best capital vintage, because delays in acquiring a new vintage may cause large losses for f . The actual delivery takes place
after one or more periods, when the new capital vintage is ready.
10 When

full depreciated capital vintages are disposed off.
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2.2.2

Production Costs, Pricing, and Financial Accounts

The wage paid to the workers reflects the hierarchical structure of the labour force
within the firm. The wage of the shop-floor worker w1, f (t) is a w multiplier of
the minimum wage wmin (t 1), which is defined at the macroeconomic level. The
wages paid to the higher tiers of workers increase exponentially along the firm
hierarchies by a factor b that determines the skewness in the wage distribution in
line with Simon (1957) and Lydall (1959):
w1, f (t) = w ⇤ wmin (t 1)
w2, f (t) = b ⇤ w1, f (t) = b ⇤ w ⇤ wmin (t
..
.
wi, f (t) = bi

1 ⇤w

wL f (t), f (t) = bL f (t)

..
.

⇤ wmin (t

1 ⇤w

1)
(23)

1)

⇤ wmin (t

1)

Profits are the difference between the value of sales Y f (t) and the cost of proL (t)

f
duction: P f (t) = p f (t 1)Y f (t) Âi=1
wi, f (t 1)Li, f (t
ratio p of these profits as wage premia to executives:

Y f (t) = pP f (t)

1). Firms distribute a
(24)

These are assumed to be distributed proportionally to executives’ wage (i 2 {2; ..; L f (t)}).
The share yi, f (t) of redistributed profits to the executives of each tier i is computed
as
8
wi, f (t 1)
>
< L f (t) w (t 1) Y f (t)
Âi=2
i, f
yi, f (t) =
(25)
>
:
0 ; for z = 1
Firms in the final good sector charge a mark-up m f (t) on unitary production
costs:
L f (t)
wi, f (t)Li, f (t 1)
Â
p f (t) = (1 + m f (t)) i=1
(26)
A f (t 1)L1, f (t 1)

where m f (t) is a function of a firm’s f revealed competitiveness. We assume that
firms experiencing a decrease in inventories (and increase in backlogs) and/or a
debt pressure increases the mark-up by a factor µ over a minimum mark-up m̄:
⇣
⌘
8
Y f (t) I f (t)
>
+ ln (1 + d) ; for I f (t) < 0, Y f (t) > 0, Q f (t) > 0
< m̄ + µ ln 1 + Q f (t)
m f (t) =
>
:
m̄ + ln (1 + d) ; for I f (t) 0,Y f (t) = 0, Q f (t) = 0
(27)
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where d =

rl ⇤min{0;T f (t 1)} P̄ f (t)
rl ⇤min{0;T f (t 1)}

measures a firm’s indebtedness, i.e., the difference

between average profits (P̄ f (t)) and interests paid on loans (rl ⇤min 0; T f (t 1) ).
Profits positively contribute to the firm’s balance T f (t), whereas investment
in new capital vintages, R&D, and wage premia are expenditures and contribute
negatively to the firm’s balance. If the expenditures in t 1 exceeded a firm’s
profits the negative imbalance is covered with a loan. This is equivalent to say that
a firm can invest in new capital even if T f (t) by accessing credit from the bank.
The current firm balance is the sum of the past balance (negative if this is a loan)
and profits minus expenditures and the interests rl on the loan:
T f (t) = T f (t

1) + P f (t)

kdf (t)

R f (t)

Y f (t)

rl ⇤ min 0; T f (t

1)

(28)

As noted above, the investment is bounded by the firm’s net worth, implying
that more profitable firms are more likely to grow and increase productivity with
respect to less profitable firms. The net worth measures the value of a firm in case
of bankruptcy:
NW f (t) =

t

Â pg (t) ⇤

t=1

ag (t)
k f ,g (t)(1
A(t)

d )t

t

+ T f (t) + max 0; p f (t)I f (t)

(29)

where the first term is the actualised value of a firm assets, i.e., the sum of a firm’s
capital goods value net from depreciation (k f ,g (t)(1 d )t t ), discounted for the
obsolescence in productivity with respect to current capital goods, i.e., the ratio
ag (t)
between a vintage’s productivity and the aggregate productivity ( A(t)
); the second
term is the firm balance, which may be a loan (if negative); and the third term is
the value of future unfulfilled orders (backlog).
2.2.3

Product innovation

In this model a successful innovation is modelled as an increase in the quality
qn, f (t) of the final good, within the same sector. In each period firms spend in
R&D a fixed share r of the moving average of expected sales: R f (t) = r Ȳ fe (t). As
a result of the expenditure a firm has a proportional number of innovation trials,
which increases at a deceasing rate to aknowledge for both Shumpeter Mark I and
Shumpeter Mark II innovative behaviour (Malerba and Orsenigo 1995): RT f (t) =
log(1 + R f (t)) – cœteris paribus a new firm has a higher probability of benefiting
from an innovation, but larger firms innovate more.
The probability of success for a given trial is assumed to be be fixed, c, and
uniformly distributed across trials/firms. If successful, the quality of the new product is normally distributed:
qef (t) ⇠ N(q f (t

1); q f (t
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1) ⇤ s q )

(30)

where s q is fixed. If successful, no more trials are used in that period, and the firm
must wait X periods before the next investment in R&D. The new product replaces
the current one if its quality is higher: q f (t) = max{q f (t 1); qef (t)}.
2.2.4

Entry and Exit

The number of firms F(t) active in each sector at time t is endogenous and results
from the interplay between a stochastic entry mechanism and an exit mechanism
based on firms’ performance.
At each time step a new firm enters in each final good sector with a probability J . New firms are assumed to produce a good of the highest quality on the
market and is offered an initial loan to acquire the necessary capital goods to start
producing.
If the net worth (NW f (t)) of a firm falls below the level of its debt, the firm
exits the sector and increases the overall amount of unpaid debt (part of which is
regained by selling the firm capital stock).

2.3

Capital Good Firms

The capital good sector is populated by g 2 {1, 2, . . . , G} capital suppliers that produce one type of capital good with an embodied productivity ag (t). Firms in the
capital good sector may sell to firms from any of the final good sectors, when they
receive an order kdf,g (t). Capital goods are produced on a first in, first out rule,
and the time needed to produce each of them depends on firms’ capacity and the
number of orders.
2.3.1

Production and Labour Demand

We assume that the production of capital is just-in-time, with no expectation formation or accumulation of inventories. The total demand Kgd (t) for a capital supplier
g at t is the sum of the current order and earlier unfinished orders (Ig (t 1)):
Kgd (t) =

F(t)

Â kg,d f (t) + Ig (t

1)

(31)

f =1

We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that capital good firms employ only
labour, with constant productivity:
Qg (t) = L1,g (t
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1)

(32)

where L1,g (t 1) are the shop-floor workers. The amount produced is then the
minimum between capacity and demand:
Kg (t) = min{Qg (t); Kgd (t)}

(33)

and unfinished orders are the difference between current production and the sum
of unfinished orders in t 1:
Ig (t) =

t

Â Kgd (t)

t=1

t

Â Kg t

(34)

t=1

The demand for shop-floor workers depends on the demand for capital goods
and a share of extra labour capacity ug :
h
i
L1,g (t) = eg L1,g (t 1) + (1 eg ) (1 + ug ) Kgd (t)
(35)

where eg are labour market rigidities in the capital sector. As for the final good
firms, capital producers hire an executive for every ng production workers L1, g,t,
and one executive for every ng second-tier executives, and so on (see Eq. 19).
2.3.2

Process Innovation

Capital producers improve the productivity embodied in capital vintages ag (t)
spending a share rg of their cumulated resources to hire 4L0,g (t) engineers in
every period for R&D. In the tradition of Schumpeterian growth models (Silverberg and Verspagen 2005), the outcome of R&D is stochastic and the probability
of an increase in productivity (Fg (t)) depends on the amount of financial resources
invested to increase the total number of engineers (L0,g (t 1)):
Fg (t) = 1

e

z L0,g (t 1)

(36)

where z is the effectiveness of R&D investment. The number of engineers employed depends on rg and their wage, but is capped to a ratio n K of first tier workers: L0,g (t) = max n K L1,g (t); rg Tg (t 1)/w0,g (t) .
If the R&D is successful, the productivity of the new capital vintage is randomly drawn from a normal distribution with average ag (t 1) and a variance s a
representing the speed of technological change:
ag (t) = ag (t

1) (1 + max{eg (t); 0})

where eg (t) ⇠ N(0; s a ).
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(37)

2.3.3

Production Costs, Pricing, and Financial Account

Wages follow the same hierarchical structure as for firms in the final good sectors
(Eq. 23). The wage of engineers working in the R&D department is a multiple w0
of the minimum wage.
The price of capital goods pg (t) is a fixed mark-up m̄g over variable costs:
shop-floor workers, executives, and engineers, divided by the level of output Qg,t :
L (t)

pg (t) = (1 + m̄g )

g
Âi=1 wi,g (t)Li,g (t

1) + w0,g (t)L0,g (t
Qg (t)

1)

!

(38)

where w0,g (t) is the wage of engineers. Note that the cost of the L0,g (t 1) engineers hired until t 1 is accounted among variable costs, whereas engineers
4L0,g (t) hired in t are funded through the R&D expenditures using resources
available or a loan. Profits are then the difference between revenues and costs:
Lg (t)
Pg (t) = pg (t)Kg (t) Âi=1
wi,g (t)Li,g (t 1) w0,g (t)L0,g (t 1).
As in the final good sector, firms distribute a share pK of the profits to executives proportional to their salary as wage premia: Yg (t) = pK Pg (t) (Eqs. 24 and
25).
Profits positively contribute to the firm’s balance Tg (t), whereas R&D expenditures and wage premia contribute negatively to the firm’s balance. If the expenditures in t 1 exceeded a firm’s profits (Tg (t 1) < 0) the negative imbalance is
covered with a loan. The current balance of the firm therefore is the sum of the past
balance (negative if a loan) and profits, minus expenditures in R&D and premia,
and the interest rate on the loan (rl ):
Tg (t) = Tg (t

2.4

1) + Pg (t) w0 , g(t)4L0,g (t) Yg (t) rl ⇤ min {0; Tg (t

1)} (39)

Banking Sector

We model that banking sector as a central bank that issues saving accounts to
households and pays them interests on the deposits. These deposits are used by
firms to fund capital investment and R&D expenditure.
The total savings in the economy is the sum of households’ savings (Eq. 6) over
L(t)
income classes:11 S(t) = Âi=1 Si (t). The total interests paid to households is the
L(t)
sum of households’ rents (Eq. 4) over income classes: E(t) = Âi=1 Ei (t). The total
amount of loans in the economy is the sum of non repaid firm loans in the final good
sectors MF (t) and in the capital good sector MG (t): M(t) = Â f |T f (t)| + Âg |Tg (t)|
11 Note

that we consider only the savings by households. Firms spend their profits in capital investments, or R&D expenditures, or premia.
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8 f | T f (t) < 0 & 8g | Tg (t) < 0. We recall that in all sectors a firm’s loan in period
t is equal to its negative balance (Eqs. 28 and 39) in t 1, if any. When a firm with
a positive loan (negative T ) makes profit, these are used to repay a corresponding
amount of the loan.
All firms pay the same fixed interest rate rL . So the total interests paid to
the bank by firms with large R&D expenses, investment, or distribution of profits
as bonuses (and low profits) is G(t) = rL M(t). The central bank’s profit (PB (t))
then is the difference between the interests paid by firms and the interests paid to
households:
PB (t) = G(t)

L(t)

Â Ei (t)

(40)

i=1

We assume that money can be printed, if needed, and the banking sector may
be unbalanced, if needed. However, the interest rate on savings (rs ) increases with
firm’s demand for credit (and the central bank revenues):
rs (t) = r +

PB (t)
L(t)
Âi=1 Si (t

(41)

1)

where r corresponds to a base discount rate.

2.5

Macroeconomic Dynamics

The macroeconomic dynamic of the model is the result of the aggregation of the
microeconomic behaviour, except for the minimum wage which depends on aggregate changes in unemployment, productivity, and inflation. Wages, therefore,
link supply and demand side of the model via income distribution, and mediate
the feedback between the macro and micro dynamics. The remaining of this section presents the computation of the main macroeconomic variables, and how they
define the minimum wage.
2.5.1

GDP, Inflation, Aggregate Productivity and Employment

The nominal GDP is the sum of the value of sales across sectors and firms, corresponding to final and intermediate:
Y (t) =

N F(t)

Â Â p f (t

n=1 f =1

G

1)Y f (t) + Â pg (t

1)Kg (t)

(42)

g=1

where p f (t 1) and pg (t 1) are defined in Eqs. 26 and 38; Y f (t) = min Y f (t); Q f (t) ,
respectively Eqs. 13 and 16; and Kg (t) is defined in Eq. 33.
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Inflation is computed using the consumer price index P(t), which is the weighted
average of the final good firms’ prices:
P(t) =

N F(t)

Y f (t)
p f (t
F(t)
N
n=1 f =1 Ân=1 Â f =1 Y f (t)

ÂÂ

1)

(43)

Total employment is the sum of workers employed in all the tiers of all the
firms in all sectors:
N F(t) L f (t)

G

Â Â Â Li, f (t

L(t) =

1) + Â (Lg (t) + L0,g (t))

n=1 f =1 i=1

g=1

Unemployment approximates a matching model Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001),
Yashiv (2007), i.e., a Beveridge curve, computed as the average ratio between the
desired number of shop-floor workers and the current number of workers demanded
(vacancies):
"

1
U(t) =
F

F(t)

Â

(1 + u) A f (t1

d
1) min{Q f (t); B̄K f (t

L f (t)

f =1

1)}

#

1

(44)

Aggregate productivity is the ratio between aggregate output and employment:
F(t)

ÂNn=1 Â f =1 Q f (t) + ÂG
g=1 Qg (t)
A(t) =
L(t)
2.5.2

(45)

Employment and Minimum Wage Dynamics

The minimum wage (wm (t)) is the lowest wage that firms can offer to shop-floor
workers. Following evidence on the wage curve (Blanchflower and Oswald 2006,
Nijkamp and Poot 2005) the minimum wage changes proportionally to the rate of
unemployment Ut . Moreover, we assume that negotiations to increase the minimum wage take place whenever consumer prices (P(t)) or productivity (A(t)) increase more than a factor WP and WA , respectively, vis-à-vis their level since the
last increase at t = tw . These negotiations shift the wage curve to the left. More
formally:
8
(1 eU )wm (t 1)
if (1)
1 <
wm (t) = eU wm (t 1) +
Ut :
(1 eU eA eP )wm (t 1) + eA 4A(t) + eP 4P(t) if (2)
(46)
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where eU is a proxy for the slope of the wage curve; 4A(t) and 4P(t) are moving averages; (1) ⌘ A(t)  WA A(t t) and P(t)  WP P(t t), and (2) ⌘ A(t) >
WA A(t t) or P(t) > WP P(t t). The shifts of the curve will allow to simulate
different scenarios with different policies to redistribute gains to capital (higher
eA ) or labour (higher eA ), and to maintain workers’ purchasing power (higher eP ).
Note that the wages never decreases following a decrease in price.
In order to account for an asymmetric stickiness of wages, we assume that this
changes are bound by a minimum W and a maximum W rate of growth:
8
< max {W ; 4wmin (t)} if 4wmin (t)  0
W(t) =
(47)
:
min W ; 4wmin (t)
if 4wmin (t) > 0

3

Results

We investigate computationally the results of the model in terms of aggregate output, income distribution, and their relation for two growth regimes that differ with
respect to labour relations, competition, and consumption. We study how the output/inequality relation is mediated by a number of structural changes: income compositions, consumption shares, and the sectoral composition of output and employment. Before studying the two regimes, we quickly discuss the property of the
model and its robustness with respect to some basic stylised facts. The model was
implemented and studied in the open source software Laboratory for Simulation
Development. All results are averages across a large number of runs to control for
randomness. We run the model for 3500 periods and investigate the results from
period t = 1000, once the economy is formed and stabilised (we start with a small
population and micro firms, and allow the model to generate the configuration that
we study). Considering that the dynamics modelled in one period is approximately
one week, we analyse results in the medium run, 50 years.

3.1

Main Properties

The model presented above, in the tradition of micro-founded complex evolutionary macro-economic models, displays a large number of interacting agents. In our
model the complexity is increased by the representation of sectors and different
employment and consumer status (governance, income, preferences, etc.). Agents’
behaviour and macro properties are influenced by the state and dynamics of many
other agents in the model. Random outcomes for some of the behaviours may
drive particular results. Taken together, local interactions and randomness require
to study the properties of the model computationally.
22

In this section we analyse a benchmark configuration, setting the parameters
to average observed values (including those analysed in the next section), when
observations are available (Table 2). To control for random events we report average results over 20 independent runs. And we study how the model qualitatively
reproduces relevant medium-term macroeconomic dynamics.
Figure 2 plots the series for GDP (nominal in black and real in lighter series) in
logarithm scale (panel a) (Eq. 42) and aggregate labour productivity (panel b) (Eq.
45). The model shows an exponential endogenous real GDP growth with stable inflation rate (as suggested by the distance between the two series). The GDP growth
is correlated with aggregate productivity growth as a result of process innovation.
Panel b plots labour productivity measured for shop-floor workers (lighter series)
for and all workers, including executives (black series).
[FIGURE 2 HERE]
Figure 3 shows that, the interest rate on savings grows cyclically in a way similar to that observed for example for the UK.12 Considering that wealthier households have a larger share of savings this also explains why they control increasing
levels of financial wealth, and inequality tends to increase.
[FIGURE 3 HERE]
Product innovation, investment in new capital vintages, firms size, varying
mark-up, consumer preferences, change the conditions under which firms compete. The overall effect is varying industrial dynamics through different stages of
growth. Figure 4 plots the average age of firms across all consumer sectors (scale
in parenthesis) and the average number of firms. The age indicates whether new
entrants manage to replace incumbents (lower age) or exit before gaining market
shares (higher age).
[FIGURE 4 HERE]
The figure shows that a small number of new entrants manage to remain in the
market. In the short run (at the beginning of the period investigate) age reduces,
suggesting a replacement of incumbents. But as the economy grows and the pattern
12 http://www.theguardian.com/business/interactive/2008/nov/05/interest-rates-history
on 22 May 2016.
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Accessed

of demand becomes stable, the number of firms increases, but also age increases,
suggesting that a small ratio of new entrants survive and when it does, it remains
in the market for a large number of periods.
The industrial dynamics observed at the aggregate level hinders differences
across and within each sector, prompted by the heterogeneity of consumers across
classes in terms of consumption shares (share of income spent on each sector) and
preferences (within sector, on price and quality). Figure 5 reflects these differences plotting the concentration of firm sales within each final good sector using
the inverse Herfindal index. The model reproduces the evidence that due to different technological regimes (Malerba and Orsenigo 1995), some sectors are highly
concentrated, whereas other more competitive. In our model it is also consumer
selectivity, and the distribution of their expenditures across sectors that influences
these differences.
[FIGURE 5 HERE]

3.2

Structural Changes and Growth Regimes

3.2.1

The Growth Regimes

Inspired by the analysis of the regulation theory (Coriat and Dosi 2000) we distinguish two different regimes with respect to the following three dimensions:13 the
wage labour nexus, competition and market concentration, and norms of consumption.
With respect to the first dimension (wage labour nexus), the two regimes differ in terms of the wage variation along the firm hierarchical organisation (b in
Eq. 23), the size of bonuses and wage premia distributed to managers according
to their hierarchical position (p in Eq. 24), and the purchasing power of the least
wealthy class, as a result of changes in the minimum wage with respect to productivity (eA in Eq. 46) and prices (eP in Eq. 46). With respect to the second
dimension, the two regimes differ in terms of entry barriers to new firms in all sectors (J ). With respect to the third dimension, the two regimes differ in terms of
the speed at which consumption shares change between income classes (h in Eq.
9) and in terms of weather middle income class consumer preferences are closer to
the wealthiest consumers – more (less) selective on quality (price), or to the least
wealthy consumers (hl in Eq. 11) – less (more) selective on quality (price).
13 The

regulation theory discusses two more relevant dimensions: finance and the role of the state.
Both are crucial, but for the sake of clarity we leave the analysis of these other dimensions to further
research.
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We define regime 1 in resemblance to the post 1990 period: larger differences
in wages, higher profit shares, and lower minimum wage elasticity with respect to
productivity and inflation; lower entry and competition; and relatively more differentiated consumption patterns, but relatively more similar preferences between
the low and the middle classes. We define regime 2 in resemblance to the pre
1990 period with lower differences in wages and profit shares, and higher wage
elasticity with respect to productivity and inflation; higher entry and competition;
and relatively less differentiated consumption patterns, but relatively more similar preferences between the middle and the top classes. Table 1 defines the initial
conditions of the two different regimes, with reference to the model’s parameters.
Dimension
Wage labour
nexus

Competition
Consumption

Parameter
Wage difference between
tiers:
Profit shares distributed to
executives:
Elasticity of the minimum
wage to productivity:
Elasticity of the minimum
wage to inflation:
Probability of entry:
Changes in consumer preferences:
Changes in expenditure
shares:

b

Benchmark
1.3

Regime 1
1.5

Regime 2
1.1

p

0.15

0.2

0.1

eA

0.05

0.025

0.075

eP

0.05

0.025

0.075

J
hl

0.08
0.25

0.07
0.2

0.09
0.35

h

0.4

0.5

0.3

Table 1: Parametrisation of the two Growth Regimes.

3.2.2

Characteristics of the Growth Regimes

We briefly summarise how the two regimes compare with respect to income growth
and distribution. As expected from the initialisation of the regimes (Table 1),
regime 1 is significantly more unequal than regime 2 throughout the simulated period. Figure 6 plots the Atkinson inequality index14 for the two regimes, and their
confidence bands.15 We first notice that regime 1 is substantially more unstable
than regime 2: results can vary to a large extent due to random events. Notwithstanding the high variability, the Atkinson index is consistently lower in regime 2.
14 See
15 We

Eq. 48 in Appendix A.
run 80 independent runs with different pseudo random seeds for each regime.
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[FIGURE 6 HERE]
We investigate as well the the 90/10 ratio, i.e., the ratio between the total income of the 10% richest share of the population and the total income of the remaining 90% of the population. The 90/10 index reflects more closely the recent
concerns about the increase in equality being lead by the top incomes rather than
the middle incomes. Figure 7 plots the 90/10 ratio for the two regimes (panel a).
The differences between the two regimes is significant, showing that in our model
the main driver of inequality is the income of the top income classes. The difference between the top 10% and the rest is significantly higher in regime 1 than in
regime 2. Figure 7 panel (b) shows that our results on inequality are consistent
with recent trends, e.g. in the UK.16 Comparing the two figures suggests that the
UK is closer to regime 1 than to regime 2, as expected.
[FIGURE 7 HERE]
We also assumed that entry barriers in regime 2 are lower than in regime 1.
Interestingly, this difference shows up in the simulated results only after a quite
long period. Figure 8 plots the average age of firms in the final good market: the
age of firms significantly falls in regime 2 only after 1500 periods.
[FIGURE 8 HERE]
The crucial question is whether these differences in inequality are associated
to other difference in the performance of the economies under the two regimes.
Figure 9 plots the GDP per capita for the two regimes. Results from regime 2 are
consistently higher than for regime 1, although the average of GDP across runs
for regime 2 is very close to the confidence band of regime 1. In other words, it
may be possible that under some random events the economy under the more unequal regime 1 grows as much as the economy under regime 2, but under nearly all
random combination the economy under regime 2 grows substantially more in the
medium and in the long run. As inequality builds up in regime 2, the GDP of the
two regime becomes closer. We discuss these dynamics in more details in the next
section.
[FIGURE 9 HERE]
16 Although

figures are quite close, here we are interested only in qualitative similarities, not in
replicating any particular economy.
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As a result, plotting the level of inequality for different levels of GDP – towards
the end of the simulated period (t = 3000) – suggests a positive relation in regime
1 and a negative relation in regime 2 (Figure 10).
[FIGURE 10 HERE]
The main source of the difference between the two regimes is productivity.
Figure 11 plots the average productivity of the vintage capitals used by firms in the
final good sector. The productivity in regime 2 is well above that of regime 1.
[FIGURE 11 HERE]
3.2.3

Growth Regimes and Structural Change

In this section, we examine the effect of growth regimes on income and inequality
through structural changes. We study how the two regimes differ with respect
to structural changes, and to which extent these, in turn, explain the differences
in income and distribution. The model we proposed accounts for several aspects
of structural change occurring in the medium term. We compare changes in the
sectoral structure of production and employment and in the structure of demand.
All the results are averages over 80 replications for each of the parameter settings.
Sectoral Structure of Production and Employment
Figures 12 and 13 plot, respectively, the sectoral concentration in value added and
in employment measured by an inverse Herfindhal index (respectively HY (t) and
HL (t) in Eq. 50 in the Appendix). The closer HY (t) and HL (t) to 11 (the 10
final good sectors plus the capital good sector), the lower is the concentration of
production. The closer they are to one, the more specialised is the economy.
[FIGURE 12 HERE]
[FIGURE 13 HERE]
Figure 12 and 13 show that the two regimes follow a similar pattern: concentration slowly decreases, and then increases again returning to the initial level of
specialisation. On the one hand the initial diversification of production is a response to the diversification of consumption related to the growth of firms and the
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emergence of new classes of wealthy managers. On the other hand, as output increases firms invest, increasing the demand for the capital good sector, which is
responsible for the sectoral concentration in the second half of the period studied.
Figures 14, 15, 16 plot a more detailed analysis of the changes in the structure
of the economy for the two regimes. Respectively, they plot the changes in the sectoral composition of GDP (14), real output (15) and employment (16) for regime
1 (panel a) and regime 2 (panel b). These are measured with indexes Y j (t), Q j (t),
and L j (t), respectively, defined in Appendix A.
[FIGURE 14 HERE]
In both regimes, the share of the capital good sector in employment and value
added increases the most through time (Figures 14 and 16). However, the share of
the capital good sector in output does not increase (Figure 15). The increase in the
share of value added thus reflects the changes in prices induced by an increase in
the production costs due the growth in labour costs (Figure 16).
[FIGURE 15 HERE]
At a closer inspection, the two regimes differ in the way the composition of the
economy changes. First, changes in the composition of value added, output, and
employment are more marked in regime 2 than in regime 1.
Second, regime 1 is substantially more concentrated in the production of luxury goods than regime 2, as captured by all three indexes.
[FIGURE 16 HERE]
Third, while in regime 1 changes in the shares of sectoral value added correspond to changes in the share of output, in regime 2, changes in value added shares
are due to a decrease in their relative price rather than in the share of output. For
instance, in regime 2 the share in value added of the basic good sector (branch 1)
declines, whereas the contribution to output increases. In regime 2, the sectors with
the highest demand (basic goods), invest more, gain in productivity, reducing the
price and the contribution to GDP. These productivity gains are also reflected in
the composition of employment (Figure 16): the share of basic good sectors tend
to decline.
Finally, the significant increase in the relevance of the capital good sector in the
economy in both regimes is confirmed by the significant increase in mechanisation.
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Figure 17 plots the capital-labour ratio measured as the ratio between the amount
of capital and labour in the final good sectors.
[FIGURE 17 HERE]
Structure of Demand
We investigate how the two regimes differ with respect to changes in the shares of
final consumption and investments in GDP, the shares of final consumption across
sectors, and the composition of income, i.e., the shares of income sources and the
distribution of earnings across classes.
Figure 18 plots the changes in the shares of final (C (t)) and intermediate
(I (t)) demand.17 The increasing share of intermediate demand over aggregate
demand reflects the capitalisation of the economy just discussed. The two regimes
follow very similar patterns (Figures 19 and 20), although on average investment
is higher under regime 2.
[FIGURE 18 HERE]
[FIGURE 19 HERE]
[FIGURE 20 HERE]
The changes in the shares of final demand across final good sectors reflect the
changes in the shares of value added on the supply side, but are more marked
(Figure 21). In regime 2 the three basic sectors cover 60% of the demand, whereas
in regime 1 they cover just above 50
[FIGURE 21 HERE]
These differences are only partly explained by the slower changes in consumption shares (as income increases) that we assumed to characterise regime 2. In
regime 2, income inequality grows at a significantly slower pace than in regime 1.
This is reflected in the increase in the share of luxury goods (branches 8, 9, and
10) occurring towards the end of the simulated period, when inequality in regime
2 increases. In regime 1, instead, the patterns of consumption are crystallised in a
more diverse society (with respect to regime 2) and do not change through time.
17 See

Appendix A for a definition of the indexes.
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Regime 1 is characterised by a more skewed distribution of earnings and profits,
but also a lower per capita growth, and, on average, lower number of classes.
Next, we investigate the changes in the composition of income. As already
noted, regime 1 experiences a significantly higher level of inequality throughout
the simulated period (Figure 22). Regime 2 experiences significantly lower income differences between income classes, with respect to regime 1 – for a long
part of the simulated period. This is related to a lower number of managerial tiers
in regime 2, due a significantly higher productivity growth (as noted above), and a
closer relation between productivity and the minimum wage.
[FIGURE 22 HERE]
The composition of income also substantially differs between the two regimes
(Figure 23). By assumption, a larger share of firms’ profits are redistributed to
executives under regime 1, reinforcing the earning differences due to wage differences and to a higher number of executive tiers.
[FIGURE 23 HERE]
Such differences in the institutional settings of the two earning regimes influence the structure of households’ income. Figures 24 and 25 plot the changes in
the share of wages W (t) and distributed profits P(t), respectively. The residual
category is returns on capital savings. Although the share of wages in total earnings declines over time in both regimes, in regime 2 wages contribute significantly
more to household income than in regime 1. In both regimes the contribution of
distributed profits to households’ income is limited, though higher in regime 1 (Figure 25), as assumed at outset.
[FIGURE 24 HERE]
[FIGURE 25 HERE]
The main difference in income inequality between the two regimes is due to
the residual category, rents on savings. As the number of worker tiers grows, a
larger share of income is saved (Dynan et al. 2004). Larger wage differences between tiers in regime 1 imply that high level executives save proportionally more
in regime 1 than in regime 2 (for a given tier and saving rate). Moreover, the lower
productivity generated in regime 1, due to lower investments, implies that firms in
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regime 1 employ more workers and executives, cœteris paribus, i.e., has a larger
number of tiers of executives. Differences in income inequality between the two
regimes, therefore, largely depend on saving behaviour of higher executives, the
larger number of managers paired with lower productivity, and the differences in
wage setting.
Note that also under regime 2, as a larger class of executives emerge and the
rents from savings kick-in, inequality increases.

4

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

In the last three decades most OECD countries have experienced a sharp increase
in income inequality, mainly due to the raise in top incomes. During the same period economies have also reduced income growth, and some of them have entered
stagnation post 2008 crisis. Changes in income distribution and growth are related
to a number of changes in the structure of the economy, such as decreasing labour
shares, de-linked dynamics of productivity and wages, increased mechanisation,
increased rents, and increased concentration of production in fewer firms.
In this paper we proposed a model to study the relation between these determinants of income inequality and economic growth. We suggested that this relation
is mediated by a number of structural changes on the supply and demand side.
And we studied the role of structural changes on the relation between income and
growth by comparing the results from two different growth regimes.
The two regimes differ with respect to (i) labour relations – compensation,
wage share, profit shares, and the elasticity of wage with respect to productivity; (ii)
market concentration and firm size; and (iii) income related consumption patterns
– propensity to consume, consumption shares, and consumer preferences.
After briefly discussing the general properties of the model, we discussed results with respect to the two growth regimes. We find that a more unequal post
1990’s regime (regime 1) exhibit significantly higher inequality and lower income
growth than a less unequal pre 1990’s regime (regime 2). We show that the main
driver of inequality in regime 1 is the income of top income classes, which is accompanied by a lower productivity, due to lower investments. In sum, in regime
1 we observe less productive firms that increase in size and are more concentrated
in order to keep up with increased demand. In regime 1 we tend to observe a positive relation between income and inequality, whereas in regime 2 the relation is
negative: more unequal societies grow less under the conditions of regime 2.
How are these differences between growth regimes related to structural changes
on on the supply and demand side? We found that structural changes on the supply
differ between the two regimes, but not significantly. In turn, structural changes on
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the demand side differ significantly and are crucial to explain the relation between
income growth and inequality in the two regimes.
In our model the micro dynamics of firm organisation and growth determine
the distribution of wages. The two regimes differ with respect to the extent to
which firms contribute to inequality by paying different wages, distribute profits
and distribute increases in productivity to workers. These shape the pattern of
consumption, and the dynamics of aggregate demand defines the growth pattern of
the economy.
On the one hand, regime 1 is characterised by a more diversified consumption
structure, but productivity gains are lower, and the increase in the relative prices of
goods higher, which reduces the demand of low income classes. Growth is mainly
driven by the savings of higher income classes. The pattern of consumption is
sensitive to short-run fluctuations in income generated by market competition and
by the short run employment fluctuations.
Regime 2, on the other hand, is characterised by a larger middle-income class
with less diversified demand. The growth of inequality is a consequence of economic growth, rather than of the labour relations: wages are the largest source
of earning for households. Inequality grows as markets concentrate, and higher
tiers of managers save and increase rents. Growth is mainly driven by the wages
of the lower income classes. The lower income inequality in regime 2, combined
with a gradual transformation in the structure of expenditures, increases investment, mechanisation, and productivity. Higher productivity, in turn, reduces relative prices, inducing a further expansion of demand. The wage-led, low-inequality
resulting from regime 2 conditions favours cumulative causation (Kaldor 1972).
This result is in line with the work of Boyer and Petit (1981), Boyer (1988) and Petit (1999), who discuss the cumulative causation conditions of the Fordist regime.
In both regimes the dynamics of the structure of expenditures reflect the transformations in the income structure. The larger share of income in the less wealthy
classes seems to favour higher consumption, lower savings, but enough to guarantee higher investment and productivity growth.
Although the results are robust under the two regimes explored in this paper
(which were chosen to resemble variations on the current regime), in future research we will test the model with respect to more extreme regimes. For instance,
one may test to which extent a wage-led growth gains from a reduction in savings
due to a more equal distribution. The model can also be used to test several fiscal
policies, which we do not explore in this paper. The model in itself if already relative rich, but future work from the authors will explore an explicit modelling of the
labour market, and an open economy.
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A

Indexes

We discuss the computation of the indexes used in the results sections.
Atkinson Inequality Index
Income inequality is measured using the Atkinson index Aind (t) computed as follows:
"
✓
◆ # 1 1r
1
1 L(t)
Di (t) 1 r
Aind (t) = 1
L (t)
(48)
L(t) Di (t) L(t) Â i
Li (t)
i=1
Âi=1 L(t)
where Di (t) is the total income for consumer class i, Li (t) is the total number of
workers in class i, and r is the measure of inequality aversion.
Concentration of Output and Employment across Sectors
We measure the degree of concentration of production in terms of output and employment using an inverse Herfindahl index:
HY (t) =

"

N F(t) ✓

ÂÂ

n=1 f

pn, f (t

1)Yn, f (t)
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◆2 #

L j (t)
Â j=1 L j (t)

◆2 #

1

(49)
1

(50)

Value Added, Output, and Employment Sectoral Shares
We measure the contribution of the value added of each sectors to GDP Y j (t), the
respective shares of output Q j (t) and employment L j (t) for each final good sector
and the capital good sector j:
Y j (t) =

p j (t

Q j (t) =

F(t)
G
1)Y j (t)
with Y j (t) = Â Y j, f (t)8n 2 1, ...N or Y j (t) = Â Kg (t) (51)
Y (t)
g=1
f =1

F(t)
G
Q j (t)
with Q j (t) = Â Q j, f (t)8n 2 1, ...N or Q j (t) = Â Q j, f (t) (52)
Â j Q j (t)
g=1
f =1

L j (t) =

F(t)
G
L j (t)
with L j (t) = Â L j, f (t)8n 2 1, ...N or L j (t) = Â L j, f (t) (53)
L(t)
g=1
f =1
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Capital-Labour ratio – Degree of Mechanisation
We measure the degree of mechanisation of the Economy M (t) as follows:
F(t)

ÂNj=1 Â f =1 K j, f (t)
M (t) =
L(t)

(54)

In doing so we consider the changes in the factor composition of the production.
Final and Intermediate Demand
We approximate effective demand using GDP, the shares of final and intermediate
demand can then be computed as follows:
F(t)

ÂNj=1 Â f =1 p j, f (t
C (t) =
Y (t)
I (t) =

1)Y j, f (t)

1)Kg (t)
ÂG
g=1 pg (t
Y (t)

(55)
(56)

Households’ Income Composition
To account for changes in the structure of households’ income we measure the
contribution of wage and profits, respectively as the share of wage income in the
total income W (t), and the share of premia in total income P(t):
L(t)

W (t) =

Âi=1 Wi (t)
D(t)

(57)

L(t)

Â Yi (t)
P(t) = i=1
D(t)
The remaining share corresponds to the rents on savings.
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(58)

B

Initialisation

Parameter

Description

Value

Data

i2
i2
a
f
u
k
m̄

Minimum quality level
Maximum quality level
Adaptation of sales expectations
Desired ratio of inventories
Unused labor capacity
Unused capital capacity
Minimum mark-up

98
102
0.9
0.1
0.05
0.2
0.15

µ

Mark-up variation

0.3

m̄g

Mark-up in the capital good sector
Capital depreciation
Capital intensity
Labor market friction

0.5

Minimum wage multiplier
Executives wage multiplier
Profits shared as bonuses
Tier multiplier
Expenditure smoothing parameter
Error in the consumer’s evaluation of characteristics
l inter-class multiplier
Lowest selectivity = first tier
quality selectivity
Highest selectivity = first tier
price selectivity
Probability of process innovation success
Probability of product innovation trial success
Standard deviation productivity
shock
Standard deviation product
quality innovation
Min. interval between two successful innovations

1.3
1.3
0.15
3
0.2

Analysed
Analysed
–a
[0.11 - 0.25]b
0.046c1
0.169c2
[0-0.28]; [0.1, 0.28]; [0.1,
0.39]d
[0-0.28]; [0.1, 0.28]; [0.1,
0.39]d
[0-0.28]; [0.1, 0.28]; [0.1,
0.39]d
[0.03, 0.14]; [0.016, 0.31]e
B̄ = [1.36, 2.51] f
0.6; [0.6, 1.5]; [0.7, 1.4];
[0.3, 1.4]g
[1.6, 3.7]h ; analysed
Analysed
–w Analysed
[2, 7]t
[.04, .14]; [.06, .19]i

d

1
B̄

e

w
b
p
n
1 g
i
hl
lmin = lq,1
lmax = l p,1
z
c
sa
sq
X
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0.001
0.5
0.9

–j

p: 0.05; q:
0.1
0.25
0.1

[-0.8, 2.4]k , Analysed
–s

0.9

–s

0.01

[0.07, 0.18]; [0.013, 0.198]u

0.05

[0.07, 0.18]; [0.013, 0.198]u

0.01

–v

0.01

–v

10

–v

r
rg
eg
ug
ng
nK
w0
r
rl
V
c̄n
h
barcn
ci,n
J
eU
eP
eA
WA
WP
r
F (0)
G
N
L(t)
H

R&D investment share in final
good sectors
R&D investment share in capital good sector
Labor market friction (capital
firms)
Unused labor capacity in the
capital sector
Tier multiplier (capital firm)
Share of engineers over shopfloor workers
Engineers’ wage multiplier
Households’ base interest rate
Firms’ Interest rate
Increase in saving rate across income classes
Asymptotic share of consumption of goods in sector n
Convergence to asymptotic consumption shares
Asymptotic consumption shares
First class consumption shares
Probability of firm entry in a
sector
Wage curve unemployment
pressure
Wage curve inflation elasticity
Wage curve productivity elasticity
Increase in average productivity
for wage renegotiations to occur
Increase in average price for
wage renegotiations to occur
Atkinson index inequality aversion
Initial number of final good
firms
Capital good firms
Final good sectors
Number of classes/tiers
Consumer good iterations per
sector
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0.2

[0.01-0.231]m

0.05

[0.01-0.231]m

0.6
0.2

0.6; [0.6, 1.5]; [0.7, 1.4];
[0.3, 1.4]g
0.046c3

5
0.01

[2, 7]t
–a

1.5
0.05
0.05
0.1

[1.2, 1.4]n
[0.005, 0.17] p
[0.005, 0.17] p
–q

V+

V+,r

0.4

Analysed

–+,x1
–+,x2
0.08

–+,x1
–+,x2
Analysed

0.5

–x

0.05
0.05

Analysed
Analysed

0.05
0.05
0.5

–

100

–

10
10
E⇤
10

–
–
–
–

a Empirical

evidence not available: the parameters has no influence on the results presented here.
Census Bureau (2008), Bassin et al. (2003). c 1Coelli et al. (2002) with reference to the ‘optimal’ unused capacity. c 2Coelli et al. (2002) with reference to the average ratio between production
and ray capacity in the airline industry. c 2 Larger than in the consumer good sector, due to the
lumpiness of orders for capital goods (Doms and Dunne 1998). d Marchetti (2002); De Loecker
and Warzynski (2009); Joaquim Oliveira et al. (1996). e Nadiri and Prucha (1996); Fraumeni (1997)
non residential equipment and structures. We use the lower limit value, (considering one year as
10 simulation steps) to avoid growth in the first periods to be determined by the replacement of
capital. f King and Levine (1994). g Vacancy duration (days or weeks) over one month: Davis et al.
(2010); Jung and Kuhn (2011); Andrews et al. (2008); DeVaro (2005). h Ratio with respect to the
average wage (not minimum) in OECD countries Boeri (2009). i Krueger and Perri (2005); Gervais and Klein (2010). j Specific empirical evidence not available to the best of our knowledge.
Parameters set using the qualitative evidence in Zeithaml (1988) and the findings summarised in
Rotemberg (2008). k Change in price elasticity for food product categories (Zheng and Henneberry
2011) (inverted signs, as we use the increase in tolerance rather than the reduction in price elasticity). m Hernández et al. (2015). We use a ratio close to the high end of high tech sectors. o Relative
to all College Graduates and to accountants Ryoo and Rosen (1992). p Based on historical evidence
from the Bank of England (accessed on the 30 of April 2016). q Based on the evidence on the increase in the saving rate by income quintile in Dynan et al. (2004). r The asymptotic distribution
of shares across the ten consumption categories is the consumption share of the UK top income
centile in 2005 Office for National Statistics (2006), ordered from smaller to larger (Figure 1). The
consumption shares of the bottom class is the consumption share of the UK first decile in 2005.
s Empirical evidence not available to our knowledge: based on qualitative evidence. t Simon (1957).
u Respectively Hay et al. (2014) and ? on the pharma industry from phase I to approval. For product
innovation we take a lower bound value, given that the pharma industry is particularly innovative.
For process innovation (capital good sector) we take a lower value. v Empirical evidence not available to our knowledge. Extensive analysis of this parameter has was done in past models (Ciarli
et al. 2012), and is left for future work on this model. w With reference to qualitative evidence from
various sources. x1 We use the UK Family Expenditure Survey (FES) to compute the consumption
shares across the ten aggregate consumption categories for the top centile of UK consumers (p99 in
Figure 1). x2 We use the UK FES to compute the consumption shares across the ten aggregate consumption categories for the bottom decile of UK consumers (p10 in Figure 1). y We use a value for
the hyperbole that approximate the wage curve estimates Nijkamp and Poot (2005), Blanchflower
and Oswald (2006). ⇤ Endogenous. + Various
b U.S.

Table 2: Parameters setting. Parameter’s (1) name, (2) description, (3) value, and
(4) empirical data range when its effect is not analysed in section 3.2
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C

Figures

Figure 1: Expenditure shares: initial (ci,n , p10) and asymptotic (c̄n , p99). The distribution of the asymptotic level of shares corresponds to the shares of expenditures for the
higher percentile of UK consumers in 2005-6. The distribution of the level of shares of the
first class corresponds to the shares of expenditures for the bottom decile of UK consumers
in 2005-6. We thank Alessio Moneta for sharing the data with us.
Source: Own elaboration using UK FES
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Figure 2: GDP and aggregate productivity. Panel (a) plots the (log) of nominal
(black) and real (red) GDP. Panel (b) plots the labour productivity of shop-floor
workers (red) and of all workers, including executives (black).
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Figure 3: Interest rate on savings.
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Figure 4: Average number of firms per sector (main scale) and firm age (in parenthesis). Average over all final good sectors.
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Figure 5: Inverse Herfindal index for the 10 final good sectors. Lower values
correspond to higher concentration.
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Figure 6: Atkinson index in the two regimes.
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Figure 7: Top 10% – bottom 90% income ratio: ratio between the total income of
the 10% richest share of the population and the income of the remaining 90% of
the population. Simulated data in panel (a); Evidence from the UK in panel (b)
Source: (a) simulated data; (b) The World Wealth Income Database.
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Figure 8: Average age of firms in the final good sectors. As a proxy of entry
barriers.
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Figure 9: GDP per capita in the two regimes.
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Figure 10: Relation between per capita income (x) and inequality (y) in both
regimes. Inequality is measured with the Atkinson index. Correlation plotted at
time period 3000. Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b): regime 2.
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Figure 11: Productivity. Average productivity of the capital vintages used by final
good firms.
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Figure 12: Concentration of value added across sectors. Inverse Herfindahl Index
(IHI) of the sectoral contributions to GDP: 10 final consumer sectors, plus the
capital good sector. The IHI ranges between one (max concentration) and 11 (min
concentration).
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Inverse Herfindahl Index in Sectoral Employment Shares
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Figure 13: Concentration of employment across Sectors. Inverse Herfindahl Index of the sectoral employment shares: 10 final consumer sectors, plus the capital
good sector. The IHI ranges between one (max concentration) and 11 (min concentration).
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Figure 14: Sectoral structure of GDP: Sectoral value added as contributions to
GDP. Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b): regime 2.
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Figure 15: Sectoral structure of production: Sectoral Output as contibutions to
Real GDP. Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b): regime 2.
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Figure 16: Sectoral structure of employment Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b):
regime 2.
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Figure 17: Degree of Mechanisation: Capital-Labour ratio for both regimes
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Figure 18: Structure of aggregate demand Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b): regime
2.
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Figure 19: Share of Final Consumption in GDP
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Figure 20: Share of investments in GDP
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Figure 21: Structure of final consumption Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b): regime
2.
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Figure 22: Distribution of income across households. We distinguish between the
top 1%, top 10% (excluding the the top 1%) and the bottom 90%. Panel (a): regime
1. Panel (b): regime 2.
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(a): Regime 1

(b): Regime 2

Figure 23: Composition of households income. We distinguish among three income categories: wages (bottom), redistributed profits (middle), and returns on
savings (top). Panel (a): regime 1. Panel (b): regime 2.
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Figure 24: Share of wages in households income
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Figure 25: Shares of distributed profits in households income
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